Fuzzing is widely used for software vulnerability detection. There are various kinds of fuzzers with different fuzzing strategies, and most of them perform well on their targets. However, in industry practice and empirical study, the performance and generalization ability of those well-designed fuzzing strategies are challenged by the complexity and diversity of real-world applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fuzzing is one of the most popular software testing techniques for bug and vulnerability detection, and there are many fuzzers for academic and industry usage. The key idea is to generate plenty of inputs to execute the target application and monitor anomalies. Each fuzzer develops its own unique fuzzing strategy to generate inputs. There are mainly two types of strategies. One is generation-based strategy that uses the specification of input format, e.g. grammar, to generate complex inputs. For example, IFuzzer [31] takes a contextfree grammar as specification to generate parse trees for code fragments. The other is mutation-based strategy that generates new inputs by mutating the existing inputs. Recently, mutation-based fuzzers has adopt coverage information to further improve efficiency. For example, libFuzzer [7] mutates inputs by utilizing the SanitizerCoverage [8] instrumentation, which supports tracking block coverage; while AFL [36] uses static instrumentation with a bitmap to track edge coverage.
Basing on these two underlying fuzzing strategies, researchers have done lots of optimizations. For example, AFLFast [11] improves the fuzzing strategy of AFL by selecting seeds exercising low-frequency paths to mutate more times, and FairFuzz [25] optimizes AFL's mutation algorithm to prioritize rare branches. AFLGo [10] assigns more mutation times to the seeds closer to target locations. All these optimized fuzzers perform well on some target applications and they have already identified a large number of software bugs and security vulnerabilities.
However, when we apply these optimized fuzzers on some real-world applications, these fuzzing strategies can not always perform well, and the efficiency on different applications varies accordingly. For example, on some target applications, FairFuzz or AFLFast may perform better than the other fuzzers, while on some other applications, the original AFL performs the best. The generalization ability of existing fuzzers is challenged by complexity and diversity of real-world applications. For any given real-world application, we can not decide which fuzzer is better unless we spend lots of time analyzing or running all these fuzzers one by one, which would waste a lot of human resources and computing resources. Therefore, we need a fuzzer with better generalization ability to provide more stable fuzzing performance.
The theory of ensemble learning [37] proves that the generalization ability of an ensemble learner is usually much stronger than that of base learners [20] , [27] . Similarly, we propose the idea of ensemble fuzzing, which intuitively helps in the two following aspects: robustness, i.e. the consistent advantage on any application in the evaluation setup; performance, i.e. achieving better metrics than any other fuzzers with the same resources.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of ensemble fuzzing, we need to deal with two main challenges before implementation:
1. Base Fuzzer Selection. Base fuzzers are the underlying basics, and the diversity of based fuzzers is crucial to an ensemble fuzzer. The greater the diversity of these base fuzzers, the better the ensemble fuzzer perform. 2. Ensemble Architecture Design. The architecture directly determines the efficiency of the performance. The concrete ensemble architecture should be carefully designed, because a good ensemble method efficiently combines these existing base fuzzers together into a stronger ensemble fuzzer.
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In this paper, to our best knowledge, we first propose an ensemble fuzzing approach EnFuzz. First, we define the diversity of base fuzzers focusing on three dimensions: coverage information granularity diversity, seed generation strategy diversity, and seed mutation as well as selection strategy diversity. Then, we propose an ensemble architecture with two ensemble mechanisms to integrate these base fuzzers efficiently. The first is the seed synchronization mechanism. To promote cooperation among base fuzzers, this mechanism synchronizes interesting seeds from all fuzzers running on the same target application. The second is the result integration mechanism, which completes the fuzzing session by collecting, deduplicating and triaging results from all base fuzzers.
For evaluation, we implement a prototype of EnFuzz, basing on four high-performance and strategy-diverse base fuzzers, including AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz. All fuzzers are tested on a widely used benchmark -Google's fuzzer-test-suite consisting of real-world applications. The number of paths executed, branches covered and unique crashes discovered are used as metrics. With the same resources usage, after 24 hours, the results demonstrate that these four base fuzzers perform variously on different applications, while EnFuzz not only effectively alleviate the generalization problem of existing fuzzers, but also improves the fuzzing performance. For example, there are many cases that original AFL performs better than the two optimized fuzzers FairFuzz [25] and AFLFast [11] on those real-world applications. Furthermore, even compared with the best case of AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz, in total, EnFuzz triggers 26.8%, 117%, 38.8% and 39.5% more unique crashes, executes 9.16%, 39.2%, 19.9% and 20.0% more paths and covers 5.96%, 12.0%, 21.4% and 11.1% more branches respectively. This paper makes the following main contributions:
1. We first propose an ensemble fuzzing approach to solve the generalization limitation of existing fuzzers and implemented a prototype EnFuzz for a more stable and robust fuzzing practice. The prototype is open-source 1 and can be used to integrate other fuzzers. 2. We evaluate EnFuzz on a widely used third-party benchmark consisting of real-world applications. The empirical results reveal the generalization limitations of existing fuzzers and demonstrate that the limitations can be mitigated effectively with EnFuzz.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces related work of fuzzing and learning. Section III elaborates the idea of ensemble fuzzing, including the base fuzzers selection and ensemble architecture design. Section IV presents the implementation and evaluation of EnFuzz. Section V discusses the potential threats and solution of EnFuzz, and we conclude in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
We introduce the related work about the generation based fuzzing, mutation based fuzzing, fuzzing in practice, ensemble learning and the main difference of our work. 1 https://github/XXX Closed for double blind review 1) Generation-based fuzzing: Generation-based fuzzing generates a massive number of test cases according to the specification of input format, e.g. a grammar. To effectively fuzz the target applications which require inputs in complex format, the specifications used are crucial. There are many types of specifications. Input model and context-free grammar are the two most common types. Model-based fuzzers [17] , [32] , [1] follow an on-line or off-line model of protocol. Hence, they are able to find more complex bugs by creating complex interactions with the target applications. Peach [17] is one of the most popular model-based fuzzer with both generation and mutation abilities. It develops two key models: the data model determines the format of complex inputs and the state model describes the concrete method to cooperate with fuzzing targets. By integrating fuzzing with models of data and state, Peach works effectively. Skyfire [32] first learns a context-sensitive grammar model, and then it generates massive inputs basing on this model. Some other popular fuzzers [19] , [35] , [28] , [31] , [22] generate inputs basing on context free grammar. P Godefroid enhances whitebox fuzzing of complex structured-input applications by using symbolic execution [19] , which directly generates grammarbased constraints whose satisfiability is checked using a custom grammar-based constraint solver. Csmith [35] is designed for fuzzing C-compilers, and it generates plenty of random C programs in the C99 standard as the inputs. This tool can be used to generate C programs exploring a typical combination of C-language features while free of undefined and unspecified behaviors. LAVA [28] generates effective test suites for the Java virtual machine by specifying production grammars. IFuzzer [31] first constructs parse trees basing on a language's context-free grammar, then it generates new code fragments basing on these parse trees.
2) Mutation-based fuzzing: Mutation-based fuzzers [21] , [13] , [2] mutate existing test cases to generate new test cases without any input grammar or input model. Traditional mutation-based fuzzers such as zzuf [21] mutates the test cases by flipping random bits, and the mutation ratio of zzuf is predefined. In constrast, the mutation ratio of SYMFUZZ [13] is assigned dynamically. To detect bit dependencies of the input, it leverages white-box symbolic analysis on an execution trace, then it dynamically computes an optimal mutation ratio basing on these dependencies. Furthermore, BFF [2] integrates machine learning with evolutionary computing techniques to reassign the mutation ratio. Other popular AFL family tools [36] , [11] , [10] , [25] , [33] apply various strategies to boost fuzzing process. AFLFast [11] regards the process of AFL as a Markov chain. A power schedule based on path frequency is responsible for computing the times of random mutation for each seed. Similar to AFLFast, AFLGo [10] also proposes a simulated annealing-based power schedule, which helps to fuzz target code. Especially, it describes a method to measure the distance between the seeds and the targets. FairFuzz [25] mainly focuses on the mutation algorithm. It only mutates seeds which hit rare branches and it strives to ensure the mutant seeds hit the rarest one.
3) Fuzzing in practice: Fuzzing has become the dominant vulnerability discovery solution in industry and has already found a large number of dangerous bugs and security vulnerabilities in a widespread of systems so far. For example, Google's OSS-Fuzz [7], [3] platform has found more than 1000 bugs in 5 months with thousands of virtual machines [6] by using several popular fuzzers, including libFuzzer, honggfuzz [4] and AFL. In fact, the OSS-Fuzz platform has already embodied the idea of ensemble fuzzing -using multiple different fuzzers together. However, it just uses these fuzzers independently and does not combine them together effectively. In this way, it can not improve the performance of these fuzzers while wasting lots of computing resources.
In industry practice, many existing fuzzers also provide a parallel mode, which allows fuzzing one target application with multiple parallel fuzzers across multiple cores. The parallel mode can effectively improve the performance of fuzzers. The more fuzzing jobs you use, the better they perform. In fact, the parallel mode can be seen as a special method of ensemble fuzzing which uses multiple same base fuzzers. However, the diversity of these base fuzzers is low -all the fuzzing jobs using the same fuzzing strategy with a little randomness. Consequently, only minor performance improvements are observed. 4) Ensemble learning: Ensemble learning is a machine learning paradigm where multiple learners are trained to solve the same problem. In contrast to ordinary machine learning approaches which try to learn one hypothesis from training data, ensemble methods try to construct a set of hypotheses and combine them for precision. The diversity of base learners and the concrete ensemble methods are the two cores of ensemble learning. How to select base learners with great diversity and how to combine these base learners together are critical to the performance of ensemble learners. Many researches focus on these two parts to improve the generalization ability and the prediction accuracy of ensemble learners [27] , [9] , [30] , [30] . A number of diversity measures have been designed in ensemble learning [23] , [24] . In addition, there are many effective ensemble methods, such as Boosting [12] , Bagging [23] , [18] and Stacking [34] . Ensemble learning has achieved a great success in most machine learning areas attributing to better generalization ability. 5) Main Difference: Unlike those mentioned work, we do not propose any new concrete generation-or mutation-based fuzzing strategy, or just run different fuzzers on different machines, but propose a new idea of ensemble fuzzing. To generate a stronger and more stable ensemble fuzzer, we design an ensemble approach consisting of several synchronizing mechanisms to combine those existing efficient base fuzzers together. Furthermore, when fuzzing general real-world applications, a critical difference between ensemble learning and ensemble fuzzing is computing resources usage. For ensemble learning, multiple learners are trained to solve the same problem, which means it uses multiple computing resources. It is insensitive to computing resources usage. But for fuzzing, in general, more computing resources usage means more paths covered and more crashes found. Therefore, different from ensemble learning, it is unfair to compare ensemble fuzzer with any single base fuzzer alone. To solve this problem, we design an evaluation method to compare the ensemble fuzzer with any of the constituent base fuzzer with the same resources usage.
III. ENSEMBLE FUZZING APPROACH ENFUZZ
The main idea of ensemble fuzzing is constructing a set of base fuzzers and combining them to fuzz the same target application together. The overview of the approach is presented in Figure 1 . First of all, when a target application is prepared for fuzzing, we firstly choose some existing fuzzers with diversity as base fuzzers to achieve high generalization ability. The generalization ability of a fuzzer can be described as the ability to perform well, no matter what the target application is. The existing fuzzing strategies of any single fuzzer are usually designed with some preferences, and the performance of these preferences varies greatly on different applications. They can be helpful in some applications, but not certainly effective on other applications. After the base fuzzer selection, we ensemble them in a carefully designed ensemble architecture with two key mechanisms for seed synchronization and result integration. Finally, we collect crash and coverage information as the fuzzing report.
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A. Base Fuzzers Selection
The first step is to define the base fuzzers. An ensemble fuzzer incorporates any number of existing fuzzers, namely the base fuzzers. These fuzzers can be generation-based fuzzers, e.g. Peach and IFuzzer, or mutation-based fuzzers, e.g. Google's libFuzzer and AFL. We can randomly choose some base fuzzers, but well-defined diversity of base fuzzers and selecting base fuzzers with great diversity contribute to the performance of an ensemble fuzzer.
Let us take the coverage information as an example. Suppose that we have a set of base fuzzers F = {f uzzer 1 , f uzzer 2 , . . . , f uzzer k }. The code coverage of target program P by f uzzer j is C j . If we use all these K base fuzzers together to fuzz the target program P , the total code coverage of P will be their union, that is
The following two points are critical:
. . , k, it means that the ensemble fuzzer always performs better than that of any base fuzzer.
Therefore, the greater diversity of these base fuzzers, the better coverage ensemble fuzzers perform. We define the diversity of base fuzzers basing on three dimensions: seed mutation and selection strategy diversity, coverage information granularity diversity, seed generation strategy diversity. The diversity rules are as follows:
1. Seed mutation and selection strategy based rule. The diversity of base fuzzers can be reflected on the various seed mutation strategies and seed selection strategies. These two strategies are critical to the mutation-based fuzzers. The main difference of most fuzzers are these fuzzing strategies. 2. Coverage information granularity based rule. Lots of base fuzzers determine interesting inputs by tracking different coverage information. Hence, the coverage information of code is critical, and different kinds of coverage granularity tracked by fuzzers promote diversity. For example, libFuzzer guides seed mutation by tracking block coverage while AFL tracks edge coverage -the diversity of them is great. 3. Seed generation strategy based rule. Initial seeds determine the initial direction of fuzzing, thus they are hugely important for fuzzing, especially for mutationbased fuzzers. Therefore, different initial seed generation strategies have critical influences on the diversity of fuzzers. For example, some fuzzers use initial seeds generated by symbolic execution while some other fuzzers use initial seeds constructed by domain experts or grammar specifications. Based on these three basic rules, we can select base fuzzers as diverse as possible. In ensemble learning, a number of diversity measures have been designed, such as sub-sampling the training examples [26] , manipulating the attributes [15] , manipulating the outputs [16] , injecting randomness into learning algorithms [14] , [15] , [16] , or even using multiple mechanisms simultaneously [29] . These advanced diversity measures can also be customized in ensemble fuzzing basing on these three rules.
B. Ensemble Architecture Design
After choosing base fuzzers with great diversity, the next step is to design a suitable architecture to integrate these base fuzzers together into a stronger ensemble fuzzer. There are two main mechanisms within our proposed architecture. The first is the result integration mechnism to integrate results of all these base fuzzers together, and the second is the seed synchronization mechanism that makes those fuzzers cooperate with each other effectively.
1) Result Integration Mechanism: A straightforward solution to the ensemble architecture is the result integration mechanism, which has been adopted by most ensemble learning frameworks. Figure 2 presents the structure of result integration mechanism.
After the completion of the fuzzing session, we first collect results from all base fuzzers into a seeds pool. Then, we run these base fuzzers on the same target application for one time. The unique crashes, path coverage and branch coverage collected during the process are used to de-duplicate and triage the results. The result integration mechanism is easy to implement, and the result of integration outperforms any single result due to the diversity of base fuzzers.
However, the limitation of this mechanism is missing cooperation among these base fuzzers during their fuzzing processes -we just run these base fuzzers separately and integrate them in the end. An ensemble architecture only implementing this mechanism is insufficient. To improve the shallow ensemble fuzzer, a seed synchronization mechanism is proposed to cooperate with the result integration mechanism. 2) Seed Synchronization Mechanism: The seed synchronization mechanism is presented in Figure 3 . The main idea is to identify the interesting seeds (seeds that can execute new paths, cover new branchs or detect new crashs) of different base fuzzers and share those seeds during the fuzzing process.
Result Integration Mechanism
When all base fuzzers have been established, a thread named sync will be created and is responsible for monitoring execution status of these fuzzing jobs. At the same time, an empty output directory sync_dir that is shared by all instances of base fuzzers will be created by the fuzzer initializer. Each fuzzer will keep its state in a separate subdirectory. If a hardto-hit but interesting seed is generated by one fuzzer, the thread sync will put it into the shared directory sync_dir. Then, each base fuzzer will periodically rescan the top-level shared directory for any seed synchronized by the thread sync, and will corporate them into its own seed pool when they are deemed interesting. On account of this seed synchronization strategy, these base fuzzers can cooperate with each other efficiently when they are fuzzing the same target application.
The seed synchronization mechanism works together with the result integration mechanism to make these base fuzzers cooperate with each other deeply and effectively. At the completion of all fuzzing jobs, we use the result integration mechanism to help de-duplicate and triage these results of base fuzzers, and output a fuzzing report in the end. With the ... Fig. 3 . The structure of seed synchronization mechanism, which mainly contains a sync thread for seed synchronization among base fuzzers.
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help of these two core mechanisms, this ensemble architecture not only has a better generalization ability, but also improves the performance of base fuzzers effectively. There are many other effective and advanced ensemble methods in ensemble learning, such as Boosting, Bagging and Stacking, which could also be applied and customized basing on the architecture.
IV. EVALUATION
A. Ensemble Fuzzer Implementation
We implement an ensemble fuzzing approach based on four stated-of-art fuzzers, including AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz. They are chosen as the base fuzzers because:
• Easy integration. All the fuzzers are open-source and easy to use. It's easy to integrate those existing fuzzers into our ensemble architecture. • Precise implementation. All the fuzzers have their core algorithms implemented already. We do not have to implement them on our own, which eliminates implementation errors and deviations introduced by us. • Fair comparison. All the fuzzers preform very well and are the most recently and best fuzzers, and have premier results about performance comparisons with each other in literature. Without modifications, we can evaluate their generalization ability on real-world applications. Two prototypes are developed: EnFuzz − , an ensemble fuzzer with the result integration mechanism; EnFuzz, an ensemble fuzzer with both mechanisms. The seed synchronization mechanism is implemented basing on the original AFL's parallel mode that each instance of AFL will periodically rescan the top-level sync directory for any interesting seeds. We monitor the states of each base fuzzer and synchronize their interesting seeds into the sync directory. The result integration mechanism is implemented basing on the AFL's benchmarking-only mode that executes initial seeds for one time. This mode can be used by setting the environment variable AFL_BENCH_JUST_ONE = 1. In AFL, the seed that exercises new paths, covers new branches or triggers new unique crashes will be collected. Therefore, we firstly combine all the seeds generated by these base fuzzers, then we feed them as the initial seeds to the AFL's benchmarkingonly mode, and produce the final report.
B. Data and Environment Setup
We evaluate our work basing on fuzzer-test-suite [5], a widely used third-party benchmark from Google. The test suite consists of popular open-source real-world applications, including well-known tools (e.g. libarchive, pcre2, woff2), image processing libraries (e.g. guetzli), communication protocol toolkits (e.g. openssl, boringssl, libssh), color management engines (e.g. lcms), regular expression engines (e.g. proj4, re2), and document processers (e.g. libxml2) etc. The benchmark is chosen to avoid the potential bias of the cases presented in literature, and its great diversity helps demonstrate the issue of generalization ability.
We use three widely used metrics to evaluate the results on these real-world applications, including the number of paths executed, branches covered and unique crashes triggered. The first two metrics can evaluate the coverage of the target applications, as coverage is one of the most important factors contributing to the success of fuzzers. In addition to coverage information, another important factor to fuzzers is the number of unique crashes detected. AFL distinguishes the crash by execution paths, therefore, some crashes could be caused by an identical root cause, while the others are not. But in general, the more crashes we found, the higher probability that more vulnerabilities could be identified. In other words, the number of unique crashes indicates the probability of finding vulnerabilities of target applications.
The experiment is conducted in a 64-bit machine with 36 cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz), 128GB of main memory, and Ubuntu 16.04 as the host OS. Each binary is hardened by AddressSanitizer [8] to detect latent bugs. First we run each base fuzzer for 24 hours with one CPU core in single mode. Next, since both EnFuzz − and EnFuzz need at least four CPU cores to ensemble these four base fuzzers, we run each base fuzzer in parallel mode for 24 hours with four CPU cores, and this experiment setup ensures the computing resources usage of ensemble fuzzer is the same as any constituent base fuzzers in parallel mode.
C. Generalization Ability Study
We choose AFL as the baseline, and compare other tools with AFL on path coverage to demonstrate the issue of the generalization ability first. Figure 4 shows the performance of paths executed by each base fuzzer compared with AFL in single mode. Considering that EnFuzz − and EnFuzz use four times of computing resources compared with any constituent base fuzzer running in single mode, for fairness, we also collect the result of each base fuzzer running in parallel mode with four threads for 24 hours, and the result is presented in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the performance of paths executed by EnFuzz compared with AFL in single mode and parallel mode respectively. From these results, we can get the following conclusions: 1) From both the results of Figure 4 and Figure 5 , we find that compared with AFL, the three optimized fuzzers AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz perform variously on different applications both in single mode and in parallel mode. It demonstrates that the performance of these base fuzzers is challenged by the diversity of the applications. The performance of their fuzzing strategies is unstable, and cannot constantly perform well. 2) Comparing the result of Figure 4 with the result of Figure 5 , we find that the performance of these base fuzzers in parallel mode are quite different from those in single mode. In single mode, the other three optimized base fuzzers perform better than AFL in many applications. But in parallel mode, the result is completely opposite that the original AFL performs better on almost all applications. 3) From the result of Figure 6 , it reveals that EnFuzz always performs better than AFL on the target applications. Compared with AFL in single mode, EnFuzz covers 168% more paths in total, ranging from 70% to 280% for single case. For the same computing resources usage that AFL running in parallel mode with four CPU cores, EnFuzz covers 9.16% more paths than AFL, ranging from 3% to 34% for single case. The robustness and performance can be improved through ensemble approach. It is reasonable to draw the conclusion that the generalization ability of each optimized fuzzer is greatly challenged by the complexity and diversity of those real-world applications, and it can be improved through the ensemble fuzzing approach. On one hand, the performance of those optimized strategies worked in single mode can not be directly scaled to parallel mode, on the other hand, parallel mode is often used in industry practice. The ensemble approach can maintain the better performance in both modes, and more details are investigated and illustrated in the following subsections.
D. Evaluation in Detail
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The last two columns of Table I , II and III, show the performance of ensemble fuzzing. For EnFuzz − , the shallow ensemble fuzzer only implements the result integration mechanism. It always performs better than the four base fuzzers on the applications in experiment, in terms of paths executed, branches covered and unique crashes detected, according to the sixth columns of the tables separately.
In detail, compared with AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and Fair-Fuzz, EnFuzz − achieves 73.1%, 59.3%, 65.2% and 69.5% more paths executed, and 18.2%, 11.7%, 20.1% and 18.3% more branches covered. Benefit from the increased coverage, EnFuzz − finds 101%, 25.8%, 50.5% and 24.8% more unique crashes respectively.
For EnFuzz that implements both seed synchronization mechanism and result integration mechanism, the seventh column shows its evident advantage over EnFuzz − . In detail, compared with AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz, EnFuzz executes 171%, 150%, 159% and 166% more paths, covers 67.1%, 58.0%, 70.1% and 67.2% more branches and triggers 1095%, 647%, 795% and 1237% more unique crashes respectively. Compared with EnFuzz − , EnFuzz executes 54.8% more paths, covers 41.4% more branches and triggers 494.6% more crashes. We can conclude that the seed synchronization mechanism is effective and greatly improves the performance of ensemble fuzzers.
From the description above, we can draw the conclusion that ensemble fuzzing improves the generalization ability of individual fuzzers greatly. However, each base fuzzer is running in single mode with one CPU core, and the ensemble fuzzer needs four CPU cores at least -one CPU core for each constituent base fuzzer. The improvements in performance presented in these three tables come at the cost of more computing resources usage. For a fairer comparison, we need to allocate four CPU cores for each base fuzzer in two different ways: (1) For each base fuzzer, we run four instances of it, then we apply result integration mechanism to help de-duplicate and triage the results. In this way the computing resources usage is same, and we find the results are almost the same as in these three tables because there is little diversity between these four instances of the same fuzzer. (2) We run each base fuzzer in parallel mode with four CPU cores used, and then we also apply result integration mechanism to help de-duplicate and triage the results. The final results not only demonstrate the improvements of ensemble fuzzing, but also reveal some other interesting points. More details will be introduced in the advanced evaluation in parallel mode below.
2) Advanced evaluation in parallel mode: In the intuitive evaluation in single mode, both EnFuzz − and EnFuzz use 4 times computing resources compared with base fuzzers. To eliminate the unfairness, we need to allocate the same computing resources to these base fuzzers. Luckily, most fuzzers support a parallel mode which allows using multiple CPU cores to fuzz one target application in parallel. And for industry practice, fuzzers generally work in parallel mode. Therefore, we run each base fuzzer in parallel mode with four CPU cores used for 24 hours respectively, in this way, the computing resources usage of these base fuzzers is the same as EnFuzz − and EnFuzz. The results are presented in Table IV , V and VI, which show the number of paths executed, branches covered and unique crashes detected by AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo, FairFuzz, EnFuzz − and EnFuzz.
The first four columns of Table IV still reveal the issue of the generalization ability in those base fuzzers, as they perform variously on different applications in parallel mode. AFL performs better than the other 3 base fuzzers on 9 applications, FairFuzz performs the best on the other 4 applications, AFLGo only performs the best on lcms and libssh, and AFLFast does not perform the best on any application. Table V and Table VI show similar results on branch coverage and unique crashes. Table IV and Table I show that the performance of base fuzzers in parallel mode is quite different from that in single mode. Compared with other optimized fuzzers, original AFL performs the best on 9 applications in parallel mode with 4 CPU cores used. While in single mode with one CPU core used, the original AFL only performs the best on 3 applications. For the total number of paths executed, AFL performs the best and AFLFast performs the worst in parallel mode. In single mode, the situation is exactly the opposite.
Our evaluation demonstrates that most optimized fuzzing strategies could be useful and work well in single mode, but fail in parallel mode. In fact, according to the experiments, compared with AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz, AFL generally performs better than the other three base fuzzers in parallel mode. Take AFLFast for example, it models coverage-based fuzzing as Markov Chain, and the times of random mutation for each seed will be computed by a power scheduler. This strategy works well in single mode, but it would fail in parallel mode because the statistics of each fuzzer's scheduler are limited in current thread.
As for the performance of ensemble fuzzing versus those base fuzzers running in parallel mode, the last two columns of Table IV, V and VI are the same with Table I which helps improve the performance of these base fuzzers greatly and is even better than EnFuzz − . For the complete ensemble fuzzer EnFuzz which implements both the result integration and the seed synchronization mechanisms, compared with AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz running in parallel mode with four CPU cores used, it always executes more paths and covers more branches on all applications. In total, it covers 9.16%, 39.2%, 19.9% and 20.0% more paths and achieves 5.96%, 12.0%, 21.4% and 11.1% more branches covered respectively. Benefit from the increased coverage, EnFuzz triggers 26.8%, 117%, 38.8% and 39.5% more unique crashes in total. If we run those base fuzzers and EnFuzz with more CPU cores, e.g. 8 or 12, the performance improvements remain.
There are two main reasons for the high performance of EnFuzz. The first is the effective seed synchronization mechanism. With the help of this strategy, all interesting but hard-to-hit seeds are synchronized to all base fuzzers, enabling effective communication and corporation among base fuzzers. The second is the diversity of base fuzzers. Fuzzers with different fuzzing strategies cover different paths and branches. When we combine them together, the ensemble results are better than any of the constituent base fuzzers.
In addition, we notice that there are some deviation of improvements among different applications, ranging from 3% to 34%. The main reason is the code sizes of target applications. We observe that the applications with low performance improvements are c-ares, libssh, and proj4. We find the code sizes of these applications are relatively small, which means most branches of these application have been covered in single mode or parallel mode by each base fuzzer alone. There is little space for improvement, even for an ensemble fuzzer. The larger the code size is, the higher the improvement in performance of ensemble fuzzing is.
From these comparisons and statistics, we can conclude that (1) the base fuzzers in parallel mode perform much better than those in single mode; (2) the issue of generalization ability exists in both single mode and parallel mode; (3) the optimization of fuzzing strategy works in single mode on certain situations can not be applied to parallel mode directly, and in most cases the performance of the optimization is worse in parallel mode; (4) ensemble fuzzer can help mitigate the lack of generalization ability and improve the performance of base fuzzers in both single mode and parallel mode.
V. DISCUSSION
Basing on Google's fuzzer-test-suite, we demonstrate this ensemble fuzzing approach outperforms any other base fuzzers on all applications. However, some limitations still threaten the performance of ensemble fuzzing. The representative limitations and the workarounds are discussed below.
The first potential threat is the insufficient diversity of the base fuzzers. In section III-A for the base fuzzers selection, we propose three different dimensions, including the coverage information granularity diversity, seed generation strategy diversity, and seed mutation as well as selection strategy diversity. For the implementation of EnFuzz, we select AFL, AFLFast, AFLGo and FairFuzz as the base fuzzers. They are open-source and can demonstrate the issue of generalization ability easily based on their previous evaluations and comparisons, but they partially cover those dimensions and may be insufficient. AFLFast aims at accelerating fuzzing, AFLGo aims at target-place directed fuzzing, and FairFuzz aims at rare branch fuzzing. We can integrate other available fuzzers to improve the diversity of base fuzzers. Another problem related is regarding those three dimensions equally. For example, compared with same-type fuzzers' strategies (e.g. mutation or selection strategy), the diversity of different types of fuzzers (e.g. generation-based and mutation-based) is usually larger. Therefore, difference in fuzzers' types contribute more to the improvement in performance. We can assign different weights to different dimensions after empirical studies. Also, based on the three basic dimensions, we can try to adapt some diversity measures in ensemble learning to ensemble fuzzing, such as sub-sampling the training examples.
The second potential threat is the mechanism scalability of the ensemble architecture. In section III-B about the ensemble architecture design, we propose the seed synchronization mechanism and result integration mechanism. EnFuzz − only focuses on integrating the fuzzing results of base fuzzers, and its limited performance can not be improved greatly. Inspired from parallel mode of many fuzzers, EnFuzz implements the seed synchronization mechanism to cooperate each base fuzzer together effectively, and the performance is much improved and is better than any of the constituent base fuzzers with same computing resources usage. However, these two ensemble mechanisms can still be improved for better scalability on different applications and fuzzing tasks. Take seed synchronization mechanism for example, EnFuzz only synchronize the coarse-grained information -interesting seeds, rather than the fine-grained information. For example, we could synchronize execution trace of each base fuzzers to improve their effectiveness in cooperation.
We can also apply some effective ensemble mechanisms in ensemble learning to ensemble fuzzing, such as Boosting, Bagging and Stacking. For example, Boosting is a widely used ensemble mechanism which will reweigh the base learner dynamically to improve the performance of ensemble learner. To implement this idea in ensemble fuzzing, we could start up a sync thread to monitor the execution status of all base fuzzers, and reassign the computing resources usage accordingly.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we first propose ensemble fuzzing for software vulnerability detection. It ensembles multiple fuzzing strategies, solves the issue of generalization ability in different base fuzzers, and obtains better performance than that of any constituent base fuzzer alone. To apply the idea of ensemble learning to ensemble fuzzing, we bridge two gaps. First, we define the diversity of base fuzzers and propose the method to select base fuzzers -as diverse as possible. Then, we propose a concrete ensemble architecture with two effective ensemble mechanisms -seed synchronization and result integration mechanisms. For evaluation, we implement EnFuzz, a prototype of ensemble fuzzing. We evaluate EnFuzz with base fuzzers on a third-party benchmark, Google's fuzzer-test-suite, which consists of real-world applications. EnFuzz always outperforms other popular base fuzzers in terms of unique crashes, path and branch coverage in both single mode and parallel mode. We also find that most of the existing optimizations for fuzzing strategies work well in single mode, but fail in parallel mode. Our implemented ensemble architecture can be utilized to integrate other base fuzzers for industry practice easily. Our future work will focus on two directions: the first is to try some other dimensions of diversity in base fuzzers; the second is to improve the ensemble architecture for better generalization ability.
